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BIDDING METHODS
Signature®: Heritage Live®:
After Internet bidding closes, live bidding will take place through www.HA.com/Live. Your secret maximum bid placed prior to the live event will compete against the live bids. To maximize your chances of winning, enter realistic secret maximum bids on our site. Many of our proxy bidders are successful at winning lots in these auctions, and usually below their secret maximum. You can also place last minute bids directly with us by e-mailing Bid@HA.com or calling 1-866-835-3243. (Important note: Due to software and Internet latency, live bids may not register in time, so enter realistic proxy bids.)

PRELIMINARY LOT VIEWING | LOT VIEWING
There is no lot viewing for this auction.

LOT SETTLEMENT AND PICK-UP
Onsite lot pick-up and payments are not available for this auction.
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BUYER'S PREMIUM
The Buyer's Premium will be donated to the North Texas Food Bank.

TX Auctioneer Licenses: Teia Baber 16624; Ed Beardsley 16632; Sarah Davies 17505; Nicholas Dawes 16784; Sophie Duncan 17901; Christopher Dykstra 16601; Fiona Elias 17126; Francesca Felgar 17902; Samuel Foose 11727; Alissa Ford 17104; Kathleen Guzman 16142; Emily Hartman 17922; Gregory Holman 17653; Gregory Francis Kopriva 18107; Roberta Kramer 17439; Brent Randall Lewis 17881; Jennifer Jayne Marsh 17105; Marina Medina 17512; Sarah Miller 18098; Rochelle Mortenson 17898; Scott Peterson 13256; Michael Provenzale 17157; Samantha Erin Robinson 18104; Michael Sadler 16129; Barry Sandoval 17649; Martin Scammel, Jr. 17659; Nathan Schar 17365; Kimberly Serrano 17657; Anthony Singleton 17507; Rebecca Elizabeth Van Norman 18103; Andrea Voss 16406; Jacob Walker 16413; Rachel Weathers 17907; Brian Wiedman 17894; Adam Williams 17893; Phillip Wooten 17656.